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Work Social Events - Checklist 
 

Procedure Yes/N/A 
 

1. Review your conduct and/or bullying and harassment policies to ensure they 
include references to work related social events and the guidelines in the recent 
Equality Authority Code of Practice on Harassment at Work 2012 
 

 
 

2. Policies should include a reference along the lines of: 
This policy covers harassment or bullying which occurs both in and out of 
the workplace, such as on business trips or at events or work-related social 
functions.  
 

 

3. Ensure your dignity at work/harassment policies include references to respecting 
the religious beliefs of other employees. This is particularly important at this time 
of year in relation to employees who may not celebrate Christmas as part of their 
belief system 
 

 

4. Ensure your policies allow for an investigation should an incident arise 
 

 

5. Ensure your policies state that disciplinary action up to and including dismissal 
can arise from such an incident 
 

 

6. Re-circulate your policy to all employees with a reminder that the work Christmas 
party falls under the guidelines in that policy  
 

 

7. Ensure employees are aware of all relevant policies including: 
a. Dignity at work policies 
b. Bullying and Harassment policies 
c. Grievance and disciplinary policies 
d. Social media policies 
e. Attendance policies 
f. Conduct/Behaviour policies 

 

 

8. If you operate secret santa gifts remind employees that this also falls under the 
dignity at work and bullying and harassment policies 
 

 

9. Limit the amount of company sponsored alcohol that is given to employees at the 
party 
 

 

10. Ensure that food is provided at the party to encourage more sensible drinking and 
to ensure that those who do not drink for personal or religious reasons do not feel 
excluded 
 

 

11. Ensure that you provide meat free alternatives for vegetarians and those who do 
not eat meat for religious reasons 
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12. Ensure the venue has disabled access 
 

 

13. Ensure there are no health and safety risks at the venue especially if alcohol will 
be consumed 
 

 

14. Consider any entertainment booked to ensure it is suitable and does not contain 
any potentially offensive or discriminatory material 
 

 

15. Consider arranging transportation home for employees after the party especially if 
the party is not in a central location with access to public transport/taxis 
 

 

16. If the party falls on a week night and employees are required to attend work the 
following day consider implementing a slightly later start time to help avoid 
employees driving to work under the influence of alcohol 
 

 

17. If the party falls on a week night and employees are required to attend work the 
following day consider implementing a slightly later start time to help avoid 
employees calling in sick 
 

 

18. Remind employees about your absence and disciplinary policies 
 

 

19. Make sure your senior managers: 
a. Are briefed on the policies 
b. Are advised to monitor the event for health and safety issues 
c. Know how to deal with inappropriate behavior should it arise at the event 

 

 

20. Remind managers not to engage in discussions with employees on performance, 
promotions, career prospects or salary reviews at the party 
 

 

21. If an investigation is required ensure that the persons investigating the incident 
were not witnesses or anyway involved in the incident to ensure there is no bias 
 

 

22. Review your social media policy to ensure it includes references to publishing 
photos online from work social events that could cause reputational damage to 
the company or could infringe colleagues’ rights to privacy 
 

 

23. Ensure your social media policy clearly sets out what is not acceptable behavior 
and that disciplinary action including dismissal could result from a breach of the 
policy 
 

 

 

 


